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� Treatment Disclosure Form 

Name: 

First ______________ _ Last: _______________ 0.0.8. _____ _ 

Program and Background 

You have requested treatment utilizing Contour Light LED light therapy manufactured by Contour Research. LLC. Th.s treatment is the 

application of a 535 nm light. which has been proven in multiple clinical studies to stimulate the mitochondna of ad'pose (fat) cells to expel 

the cell'5 contents. which will then accumulate in the body's Interstitial 5pace. Thi<; excess fat Is moved by the body'5 lymphatic system and 
excreted without negative side effect5 or downtime. Any medical or cosmetic procedure carries risks. complications and varied results. The 

purpose of this document is to inform of the patient of the nature of this product and its risk 

Risks/Discomfort 

This treatment is nan-Invasive. During treatment there should be no discomfort You will feel the warmth of the light and the weight of the 

light pads. Contour Light is suitable for anyone over 18. Anyone suffering from the following would not be suitable for this treatment: 

Pr·egnant or breast feeding 

Kidney or liver disease/disorder 

Cancer. active or within 1 year of remission 

Heart disease 

Pacemaker 

Auto:mmune disease 

Metal pins/plates 

Thyro:d disorders

HIV/AIDS 

Hepatitis C or D 

Serious Mental Disorder 

Ep'lepsy 

Gall Bladder Disorders or if Gall Bladder has been removed (Cholecystectomy) 

High blood pressure or high cholesterol or a combination thereof 

Alcohol or Druei addrction (will reduce treatment efficacy) 

Benefits 

LED Light therapy has become more prominent a,;d has been used in many studies for pain management and recently by cosmetic surgeons 

to emulsify adipose tisswe before liposuction with FDA approval. The potential benefit of this treatment is body contouring without surgery. 

Problem areas er excess pockets of fat can be targeted. however the most commonly treated areas are the stomach. hips. flanks. and thighs. 

In clinical trials. patients have averaged 2-5cm lost from their stomach. hips. and thighs. Results vary and there is no guarantee implied or 

suggested that desired results will be achieved. 

Voluntan,r Cosmetic Procedure 

______ Initial I understand that this is a strictly a voluntary cosmetic procedure. No treatment is necessary or requ;red and the 

Contour Ught LED trerapy has been chosen by myself (the patient). 
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___ Initial I have been informed of the potential risks and side effects of Contour Light including but not limited ta redness. swelling. heat 

sensitivity. pain, increase bowel movements and Increased urination. The risks. potential damages ilnd adverse side effects have been explained 

to me and I fully understand. 

___ initial I know that if after the treatment course I gain weight. the results of the Contour Light may be reversed. 

___ Initial I understand that no guarantee has been given as to the results that may be obtained by this treatment. I have read this ;informed 

consent and certify that I understand its contents in full. I have had enough time to consider the information and feel I am sufficiently advised to 

consent to this procedure. I hereby give my consent to have this procedure. If at any time during the Contour Light procedure I experience oain or 

discomfort of any kind. I agree to Inform the staff immediately and/or terminate the session at my discretion. 

___ Initial I duly authorize technicians to pe1iorm the procedure for the purpose of body contouring. lymphatic drainage. improvement of 

cellulite and skin tightening. I am aware that clinical results may vary depending on individual factors, medical history, patient compliance with 

pre/post treatment instructions, and individual response to treatment. If I do not make an effort to address my diet and exercise. the results 

achieved may not be retained. 

- -- lriitial I have reviewed this consent form. My consent and authorization for this procedure are strictly voluntary. By signing the

informed consent form, I grant authority for your technician to perform the described troatment on me. The purpose of this prncedure. nsks.

complications. alternative methods of treatment have been fully explained to my satisfaction. Cosmetic indications for these procedures include 

bu: are not lim:ted to cel.lulite reduction. treatment of problem fat areas, skin tightening, and skin rejuvenation. Increased redness to the area for 

up to 12 hours may be experienced (although this ,s unlikely). Normal activities may be resumed following the treatment. Any photos taken will 

be used to shew the patients progress and may be used in marketing ads.

___ Initial I authorize the release of my photos to be used by the clinic performing these treatments ar.d to be used by Mid Ohio Functional 

Wellness

LLC for promoting the Contour Light device. 

Questions and Explanations 

By signing below. you certify that this procedur·e has been expL3ined to you and to your satisfaction, and that you have been fully informed cf the 

nature and purpose of the Contour Light procedure. expected outcomes and possible compUcallons. and understand that no guarantee can be 

given as to the final result obtained. You are fully aware that your condition is of a cosmetic concern and that the decls,cn to proceed is solely 

based upon your expressed desire to do so. You are aware that Contour Light may/can cause slight hypo/hyper-p,pigmentation of the skin and 

treatnnent 1s taken at your own risk (tattoo areas should be avoided). Any further questions can be directed to a Contour Light Spec,atist. You 

further state that you are cf lawful age and legally competent to sign this aforementioned release. and that you understand the terms herein s 

contractual a>1d not a mere recital: You have signed this document of your own free act. 

Whole Body Vibration Plate Exercise Risks 

Whole Body Vibration Plate Machines are scientifically calibrated exercise machines designed to force your muscles ta stretch and contract 

r·apidly in small increments. repUcatlng the same action which occurs during traditional exercising. therefore speeding up the needed exercise 

time. Vibration exercises use your body weight and gravity to its fullest potential. Please do not use a whole body vibration plate or any other 

exercise device without getting approval frcm you1· doctor if you are in the following group: Pregnant women, diabetes with complications such as 

neuropathy or retinal damage. people with pacemakers. people who have recently undergone surgery. suffer from Epilepsy or Migraines. 
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___ Initial I understand that using a whole body vibration machine workout is a strictly voluntary physical activity chosen by myself (the 

pc1t1ent). If cit any time I experience pain or discomfort of any kind. I agree to inform the staff Immediately and/or terminate the exercise. 

POLICIES ANO TERMS AGREEMENTS

Cancellation Policy 

We require a 24 hour cancellation notice. Due to demand for treatments, we schedule all appointments following the initial consultation 

If I ca1cel within 24 hours of a reserved session. I will lose or forfeit my session • If I cancel within 24 hours of a reserved session. I mght 

rncur· a 535 no-show fee If I fail to show up or am more than 5 minutes late, I will loc;e or forfeit my session due to staff wages and fees paid for 

my session. and to avoid inconveniencing other patients scheduled after me. Our cancellation poUcy has been created to ensure our loyal 

patients are not disturbed by the tardiness of patients who do nm show up on time. or who cancel without a valid reason within 24 hours of 

an appointment. When reserved sessions are unattended. this means that loyal patients missed the opportunity of having that particular time 

penod. Thank you for your understanding. 

I understand the terms herein is contractual and not a mere recita l. I have s'gned thrs document of my own free act. 

Purchase and Reservation Policy 

Sessions will only be confirmed and allowed up to the amount of pre-paid sessions. All sales are final and non-refundable. We reserve the 

nght to terminate any patient's session. package. or contract. without refunding any monies. if the patient has broken any terms or policies. All 

purchases are final. non-refundable and non-transferable. 

· I Jr,derstand 1f I have purchased and pre-paid for a first-time Customer Promotion. that I may not use or purchase another first-time 

Prnmotion without consent. I further state that I am of lawful age and legally competent to sign this aforementioned release. The procedures. 

alternatives and risks have been explained to me and I have been given the opportunity to ask questions. I understand it is my responsibility 

to inform the staff if there are any changes to my medical history. I under·stand the terms herein is contractual and not a mere rernal. I hcve 

s·gned this document of my own free act 

I HAVE CAREFULLY READ. UNDERSTOOD AND ACKNOWLEDGE All OF THE ABOVE STATEMENT S. 

Patient Date 

Management Date 





Patient Quality Of Life Survey Example

PRACTICE INFORMATION HERE

Name:

How have you taken care of your health in the past?

Patient Quality Of Life Survey

Please take several minutes to answer these questions so we can help you get better.
(Please circle as many that apply)

a. Medications
b. Emergency Room
c. Routine Medical
d. Exercise
e. Nutrition/Diet
f. Holistic Care
g. Vitamins
h. Chiropractic
i. Other (please specify):

Date:

How did the previous method(s) work out for you?

a. Bad results
b. Some results
c. Great results
d. Nothing changed
e. Did not get worse
f. Did not work very long
g. Still trying
h. Confused

What are you afraid this might be (or beginning) to a�ect (or will a�ect)?

a. Job
b. Kids
c. Future ability
d. Marriage
e. Self-esteem
f. Sleep
g. Time
h. Finances
i. Freedom

How have others been a�ected by your health condition?

a. No one is a�ected
b. Haven’t noticed any problem
c. They tell me to do something
d. People avoid me
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Are there health conditions you are afraid this might turn into?

a. Family health problems
b. Heart disease
c. Cancer
d. Diabetes
e. Arthritis
f. Fibromyalgia
g. Depression
h. Chronic Fatigue
i. Need surgery
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Patient Quality Of Life Survey Example

How has your health condition a�ected your job, relationships, finances, family, or
other activities? Please give examples:

What has that cost you? (time, money, happiness, freedom, sleep, promotion, etc.) 
Give 3 examples:

What are you most concerned with regarding your problem?

What would be di�erent/better without this problem? Please be specific

What do you desire most to get from working with us?

What would that mean to you?

Where do you picture yourself being in the next 1-3 years if this problem is not taken 
care of? Please be specific




